Sun in Virgo/Moon in Libra:
Seductive
You are natural diplomat because of your friendly good nature and tactful approach.
Standing in your way is self-consciousness. It is hard for you to comprehend the
aggressive approach of other people because you are not the pushy type. You are
vulnerable to other individual’s moods as are all natives of a Moon in Libra. Therefore,
if your work or living conditions are less than calm, you may withdraw into yourself, or
go into fantasies and castles in the air for quiet and peace of mind. You probably had
a hideaway where you could think and be alone when you were young. Everyone
appreciates your composed style and laid-back disposition. You are essentially a
gentle, calm, and refined person. With skill, charm, and delicate persuasion you can
convince anyone to come to your side. You have a truly unique manner with people.
You have to understand, as an adult, you need to deal with the starkness of reality.
Running away all the time is not an option. Everyone needs serenity from time to time,
so it might be a good idea for you to do yoga or meditation. Find peace in nature by
taking country walks and simplifying your surroundings as much as you can. This will
let you be able to make your own happiness in spite of the troubles in the world. You
are romantic and possess a sharp artistic sense. When selecting a partner, you place
value on physical magnetism. Compatibility is something that needs emphasized to be
in your selection too. Your romantic associations can easily be out of balance with you
doing all the giving and your mate doing nothing but taking. Be certain that your
partner has your understanding and can give you the emotional back up and boost
you need. People may simply believe you are introverted and may not know your
fears. However, being shy is frequently an excuse for not dealing with the
opportunities and challenges that life offers. Do not refuse outlets for yourself and your
talents. Use your will power to alter and redesign your fate. Do not be so reliant on
those around you and make yourself do things. The hidden abilities you have may be
a surprise to you. You are very perceptive and logical and have an understanding and
insight, which is extremely precise and can be profound. Your astuteness and
penetration can assist people in the courtroom or hospital or in fields like counseling,
social work and management.

